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Although I didn’t know it at the time, I had a foretaste of The Other Camera when I was 

about four years old and my mother took me to Jane Plotz, in Joburg, to have my portrait 

‘taken’. I remember being acutely uncomfortable wearing clothes that I hated while 

being told to smile.  Jane Plotz seemingly photographed everyone’s children and, in due 

course their weddings (though most assuredly not ours). It would be an exaggeration to 

say that the experience marked me for life, but strangely I have never asked anyone I 

have photographed to smile, or to dress in anything in which they were not comfortable. 

Today many four-year olds are probably familiar with The Camera if not The Other 

Camera. I was not and indeed it was not until 1955 when I photographed the wait-a-

minute photographer whose picture you see in this collection, that I became aware of 

The Other Camera. Here was a man who, with dignity and care, tried to meet the needs 

of his very choosy clients with tools of unimaginable crudity. The awareness of the Other 

Camera took form when, together with Barney Simon, Anne Pogrund and Ruth Jacobson-

Sack we mounted an exhibition of Johannesburg photographs in celebration of the 

opening of the Market Theatre in 1978. Most of the work that we showed was culled from 

private sources – family albums, school libraries and so on. In the course of collecting 

these pictures we discovered further layers of photography that, we agreed, merited 

another exhibition. We didn’t have a name for these layers, but they were, essentially, 

what the present collection is about: The Other Camera. 

We ranged far and wide in our search for material. We sifted through many hundreds of 

uncollected prints from photo-laboratories and studios. There were home snapshots from 

townships and suburbs. There were unclaimed photographs by street photographers, 

men who stood on sidewalks usually with  Leica cameras with a capacity of up to 250 

exposures, who would snap you as you came walking towards them and then hand you 

a ticket as you came by. On the western end of Jeppe Street there were a number of 

studios, some specialising in photographs of tribal people, others in portraits of township 

people. There were distinct qualitative differences in what studios produced. In one there 

was a woman photographer whose work was touched by a rare grace. Ruth had an aunt 
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The Other Camera and The Other EyeIntroduction
“It is of course true that the African identity is still in the making. There isn’t a  nal identity that is African. 
But at the same time there is an identity coming into existence.”1     
Chinua Achebe (Interview)

 “[African photography is]…a laboratory of self-awareness that, from the point of view of the photographer, 
is translated into a laboratory of the collective conscious…”2      
Sabrina Zannier, Portrait of Mali in Malick Sidib: The Portrait of Mali 

The Other Camera explores the world from the standpoint of participatory and community 

photographers. It poses important questions. How do photographers from communities in Africa 

and speci cally South Africa photograph their own people, environment, cultures, and events? 

More importantly, it asks how vernacular photography developed and how it has reframed itself 

in relation to modernity, transformation, and globalization. 

The Other Camera exhibition positions itself against dominant visual representations of Africa, 

its people and cultures that are either overly romantic or pessimistic. Through the colonial 

“scienti c” eye and ethnographic photography, African subjects were in general viewed as “tribal,” 

“different” and “exotic”. These “afro-romantic” portrayals abound in western consumption of 

African cultures, lifestyles and traditions that proliferate in  rst world museums, art galleries and 

educational institutions. Allied to this is the  ipside of African representation, of “afropessimism,” 

where a plethora of images show Africa as a disaster zone—at war, desperately poor, in need of 

aid and simply a picture opportunity waiting to happen for the international news trade. Simon 

Njami, one of the cultural pioneers who has helped place African photography on the world 

map, grappled with this issue in the compilation of Africa Remix, “It is impossible to separate the 

construct of Africaness from its historical context, impossible for Africans to think of themselves 

in any other way than as a reaction to other – in this case the colonisers.”3 The conundrum of 

African representation has also troubled acclaimed curator Okwui Enwezor, “Entire industries 

that are dependent on this haunted scene have been sustained by a  ction that has been almost 
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who specialised in the hand-colouring and airbrushing of family portraits. Jane Plotz was 

no longer around, but there were others. The exhibition at the Market Theatre was notable 

not for the occasionally exotic but for what was unexpectedly remarkable in the very 

ordinariness of “the other”.

Unfortunately there was then no repository in which that collection could be preserved 

and it has been lost. The present and similar collections should endure in the form both of 

physical prints and digital files in places like the UCT Visual Archives. In the future there will 

no doubt be other collections of work from The Other Camera produced from the vast 

flood of digital images emerging from the worldwide ubiquity of mobile phones. How they 

might differ from the earlier work that I have recalled here or from the present collection 

is impossible to say.  But I believe that the essential issue will be as it always has been, not 

about the Camera however much the smart phone differs from the instrument used by 

the man I photographed in 1955; it will be about the seeing eye, the intellect and heart 

and the culture of the people who wield it.  

David Goldblatt

January 2014
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impossible to eradicate. For decades now the photographic imagery of Africa has circled the 
same paradoxical  eld of representation: either showing us the precarious conditions of life and 
existence, in which case the Africa subject always appears at risk, on the margins of life itself, at the 
intersection where one is forced to negotiate the relationship between man and animal. Or we 
are confronted with the heartbreaking beauty of its natural world, where man is virtually absent 
except on the occasion where the landscape is left to the whims of tourists and researchers with 
dollars and fat grants.” 4

Photography, albeit with a contested history, has been central to the formation of visual culture in 
Africa. At the core of African photography is the practice of portraiture which sustained itself far 
longer than in other places in the world. Predominantly it has been dominated by outsiders imaging 
Africans but, as noted by Laura Serani, there has been a strong movement of agency in the process, 
“In Africa there has been a greater persistence in the practice of the portrait, representation to a 
desire for control of one’s image, and at times, or the desire to reduce distances with the family far 
away.” 5 While a plethora of material has been written about the colonial gaze and dehumanisation 
of its subjects, it is the same portrait approach in the hands of the potential subjects that has been 
the medium to subvert and reclaim one’s space and sense of identity, however complex that notion 
may be. The camera also became a liberationary and political tool as argued by Nicholas Monti in 
Africa Then, “Even in the face of opposition and active discouragement, Africans nevertheless took 

possession of the camera and photographic processes.” 6

In the more recent international exposures of great African photographers like Seydou Keyta, 
Malick Sidebe, and James Barnor, their images are often associated with the emergence of a 
national identity in a post-colonial period. The portraits are seen as expressions of personal, 
national liberation, and Afro-modernity. Kobena Mercer describes the portraits of Barnor, for 
example, as re ecting “the hopes and dreams of his sitters and the inner aspirations of a nation. 
The formal yet relaxed posture of his sitters conveys a digni ed self-possession, re ecting the fact 



that both photographer and photographed share control over the apparatus of representation. 

This co-operation offers a stark contrast to the  xed gaze of colonial photographs depicting 

Africans in exoticised exterior settings, drawing attention to their ’native’ environment and pre-

modern tribalism.” 7 8But modernity, as suggested by scholars Peter Geschiere, Brigit Meyer, and 

Peter Pels in Readings in Modernity in Africa, is not a one-dimensional process. It is rather a complex 

matrix of “alternative,” “other,” “local,” and “multiple” modernities. In much the same way Robert 

Ross–who addresses the notion of dress in his book Clothing – A Global History–suggests that in 

some ways indigenous populations chose to ape the sartorial values of the colonial masters and 

in other ways rede ne themselves. 9

Unlike the photographs of Keita, Sidebe, and Barnor, whose work paralleled the emergence 

of post-colonialism their respective countries of Mali and Ghana, it is signi cant to note that 

most of the work of the photographers in The Other Camera took place during the height of 

apartheid. Many of these images were taken at a time when the system was at its virulent worst – 

dehumanizing and oppressing people classi ed as non-white. They were taken when many of the 

most important political events occurred. Iconic images in the archives re ect these moments of 

de ance and resistance – the de ance campaigns of the 1950s, 1976 and the Soweto uprisings, 

and the emergence of the trade unions and tumultuous 1980s. How are we to read these images 

then against this backdrop and in the context of Sidebe, Keyta, and Barnor? John Peffer, in his 

essay in this catalogue, highlights this contradiction and also offers insights into the coloured-

in images that were prevalent in most homes in the townships during this time. Many of the 

portraits constructed in these coloured-in images came from the despised dompass ID images 

used speci cally to curtail the movement of African people and a metaphor for the segregation 

system that prevailed. These new constructed images were used to transform their sense of self-

image. As he writes, “They pictured what wanted in ways that were limited not always by what 

they were given.”10 The images at once showed a “realistic likeness” but “fantasy” imagery at the 

same time. This dual relationship between reality and  ction is further explored by Michael Godby 



in his essay on double exposure photography. The photographers Lucky Sipho Khoza and David 

Selepe, highlighted in The Other Camera, caught in the competitive hassle for clients chose this style 

over what was regarded as straight photography. Godby suggests that, “Invention and fantasy are 

important elements of much African portrait photography.”11 The double-exposure movement, he 

argues, was intrinsically part of and linked to the style of African photography being practiced on 

the continent.

Yet the portraits from West and South Africa taken more or less at the same time are strikingly 

similar. Ronald Ngilima’s images show people outside their homes well dressed and causal. Daniel 

Morolong’s images celebrate the human body—woman in bathing costumes basking in the sea, 

body builders, and boxers. The Bobson studio images in Durban re ect a complex and intricate 

mix of rural and urban dress. The unknown Marabastad studio photographer showed an array of 

people and cultures, some in formal suits and others in church uniforms, and the worker portraits 

of William Matlala depict well-dressed urban slickers posing with style. These portraits resist and 

defy the social forces they were experiencing around them. Through their pose, posture, and style 

emerges a picture of con dent cosmopolitanism and dignity. It is resistance of a different kind—a 

celebration of life.

In South Africa the “other camera” is ubiquitous. You will  nd this camera at most events, rituals, 

traditional celebrations, and social occasions. With its strong migrant and urban historical links, 

the “other camera” evolved into a distinct genre and claims a different view of what it means to 

be African. The photographers who work in this way are called “street photographers,” generally 

hustling for a living in an informal sector marked by intense competition and narrow margins. They 

often mix two distinct styles – the documentary approach, photographing events and rituals, as 

well as the set up portrait, either in a studio or on the street. 

The archive of African photography as noted by Erin Hanley in her book Exposures - Photography 
in Africa, is in its infancy. “We cannot fully acknowledge the depth of photographic history in many 
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be African. The photographers who work in this way are called “street photographers,” generally 

hustling for a living in an informal sector marked by intense competition and narrow margins. They 

often mix two distinct styles – the documentary approach, photographing events and rituals, as 

well as the set up portrait, either in a studio or on the street. 

The archive of African photography as noted by Erin Hanley in her book Exposures - Photography 
in Africa, is in its infancy. “We cannot fully acknowledge the depth of photographic history in many 

parts of Africa because of disruption, migration, loss, and the destruction of civic and personal 
archives.”12 Paradoxically a large part of African photographic archives exist outside of Africa 
and are housed in resourced  rst-world heritage institutions. On the other hand, most African 
countries are simply not equipped to collect or house their photographic material and these 
collections remain vulnerable and endangered. The recent coming to light of Sidebe and Keyta 
have encouragingly prompted a process of archival preservation in Mali. But as an African curator 
at a conference recently pointed out, “There are many Sidebes and Keytas in other parts of Africa.” 

The intersection of the street photography genre with the South African public has been occasional. 
In one of the  rst exhibitions curated by David Goldblatt, Barney Simon, and others held in 1978 
at the Market Theatre Gallery in Johannesburg, images from street photographers were put on 
exhibit. Santu Mofokeng’s Black Photo Album/Look at Me 1890-1950 has been seminal in drawing 
attention to this hidden archive in Soweto, raising the awareness of the prevalence of the camera 
in South African townships and how important these images were for communities. An exhibition 
of selected street photography, Taking Pictures, curated by Ruth Sack, Karen Harber, and Fiona 
Rankin-Smith was shown in the late 1990s at Gertrude Posel Art Gallery. Terry Kurgen and Jo 
Ratcliffe did an important project on street photography in Joubert Park, central Johannesburg 
shortly after the democratic elections in 1994. Through a mapping process they were able to 
show how photographers in a given limited area (near a major taxi rank and railway station) 
carved their territory and traded. In 1999 in an exhibition I was a co-curator of called X-capes–
where we presented along with celebrated photographers like David Goldblatt, Jo Ratcliffe, Guy 
Tillim, and Santu Mofokeng–the works of street photographers including work from the Bobson 
Studio. Recent exhibitions of Ronald Nigilima’s archive curated by Sophie Feyder and that of a 
“discovered” Indian portrait studio in Pietermaritzburg were shown in the last year.

These rare exposures of this genre speak to the skewed way South African photography is 
understood, acknowledged, and archived. Unsurprisingly, this genre of photography has generally 



been quite hidden from mainstream culture and continues to be so even twenty years on into 
our democratic period. The collections assembled and digitized for this exhibition are also well 
off the radar of traditional cultural and heritage institutions and can be considered very rare for 
a few reasons. Firstly, these museums and cultural institutions generally did not and still do not, 
consider these images “worthy” of collection or as part of social history, heritage, and popular 
memory. Secondly, as they were mainly intended for private use, they are seldom archived once 
the photographer has passed on. Two exceptions are showcased in this exhibition. The Ronald 
Ngilima collection remained in the family and has been made available for research to Sophie 
Feyder of Leiden University and the Daniel Morolong archive in the Eastern Cape was collected 
by the Fort Hare Institute for Social and Economic Research. The Bobson studio, originally based 
in Durban, was recently located in New York, and an unknown photographer from Marabastad in 
Pretoria was discovered by  lmmaker Angus Gibson, who printed up a collection for a  lm he was 
making in the late 1990s. On his return to the studio, he was told that the photographer had died 
and his family had destroyed his negatives and prints. All that remains are the prints Gibson made 
for his  lm. The album of Lucky Sipho Khoza, who was murdered in about 2000, was collected 
by the designer Garth Walker. Other material emerged from the work of street photographer 
collectives Iliso Labantu and Isoliswe that remain a vital connection to this practice of photography. 

It is an anomaly that the vast majority of photographers in South Africa who earn a living from 

photography as “street photographers,” are hardly recognized. They were pivotal in keeping the 
photographic laboratories alive during the analogue period. Many established, black photographers 
in South Africa began their careers as street photographers, notably, Ernest Cole, Santu Mofokeng, 
Juda Ngwenya (who became chief photographer for Reuters in South Africa), and William Matlala, 
former trade unionist and labour photojournalist who features in this exhibition. The Other Camera 
opens a window on how these photographers coped and dealt with outside perceptions of 
themselves, how they continue the practice of their own story-telling traditions, how they reclaim 
ownership of their own cultures, histories, experiences, and how they survive as photographers 



with a sense of their own agency. 

The Other Camera cannot be seen in isolation from the fast-moving changes faced by the country, 

the continent, globalization and technological developments. Showcased in The Other Camera is 

the work of Khayitsha township photographer, Lindeka Qampi. A single mother and a street 

photographer herself she has embarked on a project that explores street-culture fashion. Working 

in digital photography, this is an important and innovative trajectory from where she has come, 

offering contemporary insights into how a new generation of subjects see themselves in a 

globalized and connected changing world. Impacting heavily on the genre of street photography 

today is the advent of the camera cellphone. We explore this approach through a series of images 

taken by young black high school students from the Ikamva Youth Project in Khayilitsha township, 

Cape Town. The camera allowed students to position themselves in a changing landscape as well 

as express their hopes, dreams, and desires. While this technology has played a major role in the 

democratization process, notably during the Arab Spring and similar world events, it may well 

become inadvertently the death knell of this under-researched, underexposed, unrecognized, and 

precarious genre. The citizen photographer has, it seems, become wedding, event, and portrait 

photographer, too. Sadly, the once ever-present studio practice is also in decline. As Prem Mistry, 

one of the last specialist studio photographers near Durban, noted recently, “When I die, the 

profession will die with me.” Scholars on African photography agree that much more research 

still needs to be done on vernacular photography and its practice. It is hoped that through the 

curation and assembly of this archive, Prem Mistry’s words will be heard and it will encourage 

more work and support for this endangered and vulnerable photographic practice.

PAULWEINBERG
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Essay Summaries
John Peffer c. 2013 “Together in the Picture”
Version for Paul Weinberg “Other Camera” catalogue

see www.lsa.umich.edu/humanities/xxxxx for complete essay

The story is well known. As apartheid was gradually imposed in South Africa during the 1950s, 

urban black families were forcibly removed from mixed-group neighborhoods to locations 

far from the city centers. From 1952 to 1986 all black South Africans were forced to carry 

passbooks that included a photograph and stated their of cial identity according to ethnicity, 

as a means for racial policing and labor control. But what is rarely spoken of is how, as families 

were being uprooted, other forms of self-imaging such as studio portraits and snapshots had 

become increasingly common in black homes. During apartheid a novel kind of portrait that 

combined airbrushed enlargements of passbook-type or snapshot images with painted-on suits 

and sky-blue backgrounds was particularly fashionable. 

When photography  rst became widespread in the 1840s the images gave a detailed likeness 

but lacked color. Especially for portraits, pigments were often applied in order to give a more 

life-like appearance or to create a more precious kind of commemorative object. The airbrush 

technique, which replaced earlier hand-painted approaches, had been developed in the United 

States in the late 19th century and quickly spread to other countries. In South Africa airbrush 

portraits were popular in white and middle-class parlors around the turn of the century, but 

as black families moved in greater numbers to the cities they also began to acquire objects 

like these that signi ed access to cosmopolitanism, and the market shifted to serve this wider 

clientele. The popularity of these types of pictures in the black communities closely coincided 

with the era of racial segregation, labor migrancy, and forced relocation. Airbrush portraits were 

made as late as the 1990s in South Africa. Then the advent of digital cameras and Photoshop 

altered the former roles of the photographic studios.



Seen together these pictures comprise a kind of popular art and as such they form part of an 
alternative “people’s history” of visual experience that parallels the more commonly shown 
documentary and photojournalistic types of images depicting the political history of South 
Africa since midcentury. They differ in that these were more idealizing types of images produced 
within the black communities for their own pleasure. And they represent a kind of photography, 
and self-imaging, that was better known in the majority of homes across the country than the 
documentary images seen either in elite art circles or abroad today. They are evidence of how 
the people lived and enjoyed life despite the segregation and violence that surrounded them. See 
www.lsa.umich.edu/humanities/xxxxx to continue reading the complete essay.

Michael Godby c. 2013 “Double-Take: Re ections on Two Collections of South 
African Double-Exposure Portrait Photographs” 
see www.lsa.umich.edu/humanities/xxxxx for complete essay

A curiosity in The Other Camera archive in the University of Cape Town Libraries is the album 
of the Durban street photographer ‘Lucky’ Sipho Khoza, made in the years around 1990, that 
features a collection of 87 double-exposure portraits and 27 conventional ‘straight’ portrait 
photographs. Although only three of the double-exposure portraits feature in The Other 
Camera exhibition, it is worth pausing brie y on this collection as a rare preserved example of 
an extraordinary photographic practice. 

Double-exposure, or double-image portrait photography is that form of the genre in which 
a newly-taken image of the portrait subject is inserted into a pre-existing image, usually a 
greetings card or a post-card, from a selection of images the photographer has on hand. The skill 
in this form of portrait representation lies chie y in the technical ability of the practitioner to 
insert the new image more or less seamlessly into the chosen background scene. The interest in 



this form of the genre, on the other hand, lies mainly in the iconography of the completed image 

and the extraordinary range of reference that is available to portrait subjects. While the client 

was usually responsible for the choice of the background image, and so aware of his or her own 

intentions in making this choice, the portraits both individually and as a collection undoubtedly 

have a broader cultural signi cance.

The Sipho Khoza collection has not been published before and is only gradually entering the 

public domain through The Other Camera archive. Similarly, a second collection of double-

exposure portrait photography by the Johannesburg-based photographer, David Selepe, has 

had little exposure in the academic world: some of the collection was presented at the ACASA 

conference in New Orleans in 1998, but the photographer was not actually identi ed and the 

research was not published. In effect this collection has been known over the past twenty-

odd years only to a few University of Cape Town academics – and their students in African 

Portraiture courses. It is worth introducing these two collections together, both for their 

similarity in technique and for their several apparent differences in clientele and iconography. 

But if nothing has been written on double-exposure portrait photography in South Africa and 

elsewhere, there is an amount of literature on informal street photography that may help in 

providing a context for this unusual phenomenon. See www.lsa.umich.edu/humanities/xxxxx to 
continue reading the complete essay.
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elsewhere, there is an amount of literature on informal street photography that may help in 

providing a context for this unusual phenomenon. See www.lsa.umich.edu/humanities/xxxxx to 
continue reading the complete essay.



David Goldblatt is one of Africa’s foremost and acclaimed photographers whose life’s 

work spans over 60 years. Goldblatt is the recipient of a number of prestigious awards 

including, the 2006 Hasselblad award, the 2009 Henri Cartier-Bresson Award the 2010 Lucie 

Award Lifetime Achievement Honoree and the ICP Lifetime Achievement Award. His 

numerous publications and exhibitions attest to his outstanding contribution to world visual 

culture. He has also received honorary doctorates from Cape Town and Wiwatersrand 

Universities.

In 1978 he with others organized one of the first exhibitions on street photography in 

South Africa at the Market Photography Gallery. He later became founder of the Market 

Photo Workshop established to support emerging photographers from disadvantaged 

backgrounds and co-founder with Paul Weinberg of The Ernest Cole Award.He continues 

to look at society critically, yielding projects as diverse as criminality to post apartheid 

memorials. University of Cape Town  Libraries house the David Goldblatt Collection of 

digital images, negatives, transparencies and prints. His preface is in this publication

(b. 1930)

(b. 1970)

Dave Southwood is a widely published and exhibited photographer who concerns 

himself with the medium’s production and consumption. His photos can be viewed at 

The South African National Gallery, The Finnish Museum of Photography, The Christoph 

Merian Stiftung, The Goethe Institut (Johannesburg), The Spier Art Collection and private 

collections in South Africa and abroad. His work about architecture and cities continues 

to find exposure locally and internationally. In 2004 he was awarded first prize by the 

Bauhaus for an interdisciplinary project which he co-authored. Three short films he made 

about some architecture were shown at the Venice Biennale of Architecture in 2010. He is 

currently working on a project on Tanzanian Stowaways who live below the N1 freeway in 

Cape Town. 

In 2000, together with some township photographers, he set up the first non-profit 

organisation for ‘street photographers’ in the Western Cape called Umlilo. Which 

continues today. The image in the exhibition is part of this ongoing project.
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Paul Weinberg is a South African-born documentary photographer, filmmaker, writer, 

curator, educationist and archivist. He began his career in the early 1980s by working for 

South African NGOs, and photographing current events for news agencies and foreign 

newspapers. He was a founder member of Afrapix and South, the collective photo 

agencies that gained local and international recognition for their uncompromising role in 

documenting apartheid, and popular resistance to it. Weinberg has built up a large body 

of work which portrays diverse peoples, cultures, and human environments ‘beyond the 

headlines’ He has published more than 10 books and has exhibited widely within South 

Africa and abroad. 

He first encountered street photographers with his first job as a photography teacher in a 

community arts school soon after graduating from university. He has run workshops and 

taught street photographers throughout his career. The Other Camera is a culmination 

of his interest in this genre of photography. He currently works as senior curator of Visual 

Archives at UCT Libraries who have supported research and curation of this project.

(b. 1956)
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Ronald Ngilima was born in the Eastern Cape and moved to Gauteng in the early 1930s, 

where he became initiated into photography. While employed at Dinglers Tobacco 

Company, he dedicated his free hours to his trade as an ambulant photographer, cycling 

to various parts of Benoni. The present collection only starts in the 1950’s, when he moved 

to a house in Wattville big enough to set up his own dark room. After his sudden death 

in 1960, his eldest son Torrance took over the photography trade for another five years, 

before he committed himself to his political involvement with the ANC. In subsequent 

years, Ronald’s wife Sarah Ngilima carefully kept the 25 boxes of negatives locked up in a 

cupboard. They re-emerged some thirty years later, in 1999, when grandson Farrell Ngilima 

re-discovered them by chance. Realising the historical value of the collection, Farrell 

has played a pivotal role in the establishment of the collection as a public archive. The 

original negatives are presently stored at Historical Papers, Wits University and the digital 

collection at UCT Libraries.   

Sophie Feyder, doctoral candidate who has researched this collection in depth writes, 

“Ronald gives a voice to those who have never been included in history books. He took 

photos of Asians and coloured as much as black people... when blacks, coloureds and 

Asians used to live closely together before the implementation of  apartheid. ”  Feyder 

believes that the discovery could unearth a gem internationally, “Seydou Keita is a 

photographer from Mali whose work was discovered by French art collectors, South Africa 

has its own Seydou Keita who has not been discovered.” 
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Daniel Morolong’s photographic interest was initially inspired by a neighbor who owned 

a studio. At first photography was just a pastime but as his interest grew, he started taking 

photographs for ID books and licences. He later worked part-time for the Daily Dispatch, 

Bona magazine, Ilanga, Imvo Zabantsundu and other newspapers. Having acquired the 

skills required of a professional photographer, he opened his own studio when he moved 

to Mdantsane township, near East London in 1976. Unfortunately, he lost his studio and 

most of his photographs during the looting that followed a political coup against the 

Ciskei homeland in 1990. He was unable to revive his photographic business because of 

financial difficulties. 

His photographs tell the ‘other’ story of life in the black urban residential areas of the 

city, at a time when apartheid’s political agendas were beginning to unfold. To the 

authorities, townships (residential areas for non – white South Africans), were portrayed 

as overcrowded and filthy, and a breeding ground for poverty, disease and crime. By 

contrast his photographs of township residents portray life as rich, dynamic and vibrant. 

They show the very ordinary nature of social life, as neither the poverty nor the hardship 

but rather as socially diverse, cultural vibrant and with a positive sense of identity.
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This collection of photographs emanate from research for a TV series that filmaker, Angus 

Gibson had done on street photography in the 1990’s. Gibson found a photographic 

studio in Marabastad, Pretoria, an early township in South Africa, and the connecting 

point between a railway, bus and taxi stations. Gibson made his selection from negatives 

given to him by the photographer and on his return established the photographer had 

passed away. He also established that his entire archive of negatives had been thrown 

away by his family and all that remains of this one–time popular studio are what Gibson 

had printed up. Studios close to the commuter movements in the cities were a common 

feature in South Africa for much of the 20th century. Today they are seldom to be found.
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Yettie Saunderson was proprietor and airbrush artist at Aqua Portrait Studios in central 

Johannesburg which operated from the 1970’s until the 1990’s. On her death she 

left a collection of unclaimed portraits to her niece and artist, Ruth Sack. Township 

photographers and frame shops in and around Johannesburg would take the orders from 

individual customers, supply the original photos from the clients, and pass the work on to 

Aqua and other airbrush outfits. The airbrush technique emerged in South Africa around 

the 1930s took off in the townships 1960s, but began to fade from fashion in the early 

1990s. 

During Apartheid, a novel kind of portrait combining airbrushed enlargements of 

passbook-type or snapshot images with painted-on suits and sky-blue backgrounds, 

was particularly fashionable. As John Peffer points out in his essay in The Other Camera, 

Together in a Picture, 

…these pictures comprise a kind of popular art and as such they form 

part of an alternative ‘people’s history’ of visual experience that parallels 

the more commonly shown documentary and photojournalistic types of 

images depicting the political history of South Africa since the mid 20th 

century. They differ in that these were more idealizing types of images 

produced within the black communities for their own pleasure. And 

they represent a kind of photography, and self-imaging, that was better 

known in the majority of homes across the country than the documentary 

images seen either in elite art circles or abroad today. They are evidence 

of how the people lived and enjoyed life despite the segregation and 

violence that surrounded them.

As Peffer has further noted these coloured-in images are evidence of how the people 

lived and enjoyed life, despite the segregation and violence that surrounded them. They 

were highly personal objects created by many hands: the ID picturemaker (often a street 

photographer present at the government office), the state, the touch-up artist, the framer 

and studio entrepreneur, and the client and their descendants. 
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Bobson Sukhdeo Mohanlal, founded the Bobson Studio in Durban, South Africa, in 1961. 

The studio catered mainly to a Zulu clientele, who posed in their own beadwork and 

costumes for formal portraits that were also made into postcards, which could be sent to 

distant relatives and friends. Bobson used two cameras during this time, a Yashica Matt 

120mm and a Rolliflex 120mm. The studio became the city’s most famous portrait studio, 

and attracted clients countrywide. Many of the clients belonged to the Ndwandwe 

people, a subgroup of the Zulu who live in the region known as Valley of a Thousand Hills, 

between Durban and Pietermaritzburg, the major cities of the KwaZulu-Natal province. 

In the late 1960s and early 1970s Bobson Studio began to offer color portraits, which best 

captured the vivid dress of the clients. 

Today, the social historical value of Bobson’s archive has become apparent. In the field 

of African studio photography, a topic of growing interest, Bobson is one of South Africa’s 

finest examples, and is apparently the earliest African studio archive in color. The archive 

also forms a unique documentary record of the Ndwandwe beadwork in use at the time, 

how African “tradition” coexisted with urban style and migrant cultural apparel. 

Sukdeo Bobson Mohanlal was murdered in 2003, and his archive is represented by Axis 

Gallery. His photographs have been exhibited in South Africa and internationally, featured 

in recent years in Dark Room: South African Photography and New Media 1950-Present, 

Virginia Museum of Fine Art, Richmond, Virginia  Birmingham Museum of Art, Alabama, 

and Figures and Fictions, Victoria and Albert Museum, London.

Mohanlal’s work is in several private and public collections, including the Metropolitan 

Museum of Art, New York, and The Newark Museum, New Jersey.
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(c.1965-1998)

Lucky Sipho Khoza was a street photographer who operated in the greater Durban area 

with a specialty in double exposure photography. He advertised himself in the album 

collected by Garth Walker as a “Wedding and special occasion photographer”.

The album of photographs from Lucky Sipho Khoza’s highlight this genre which entails  

superimposing a portrait onto a variety of diverse backgrounds - cooldrink tins, football 

membership cards. He also specialised in wedding photography, “these are the photo’s 

that will give family, friends and everybody invited to your wedding party the opportunity 

to be in your wedding photography.”

Garth Walker in his research tracked down Naresh Modi who ran a photographic store 

and laboratory, near Grey Street, Durban, a nexus of taxi, train and bus stations.  He 

had a large cliental of street photographers. According to Modi most of the one time 

established photographers, including Khoza have now died. 

The symbiosis between the lab and the photographers was obvious. Photographers would 

hand in their film and return to their clients for payment. The typical modus operandi 

was to seel individual prints to the client and in that way recoup your costs and some 

profit. The street photographers generated far more income than the main stream white 

professionals and kept these labs alive. 

David Selepe was born 1954 in Limpopo and moved to Johannesburg 1973. Has been 

working as a photographer in Joubert Park, Johannesburg since 1980. Prior to digital pho-

tography, his specialty, like Lucky Sipho Khoza was the ‘double exposure’ technique but 

since the digital age, has abandoned this style. Michael Godby writes in his essay, Dou-

ble-Take:Reflections on Two Collections of South African Double-Exposure Portrait Photo-

graphs writes, “While the client was usually responsible for the choice of the background 

image, and so aware of his or her own intentions in making this choice, the portraits both 

individually and as a collection undoubtedly have a broader cultural significance.”

(b. 1954)
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ISOLEZWEPHOTOGRAPHERS



A number of photographers from the collective, Isolezwe feature in The Other Camera. 

The organization is an informal, self-help group of township street photographers and 

enthusiasts with links in the Western, Eastern Cape and Free State, who since 2006 have 

been working together to promote their members’ technical and business skills. Many 

members did not own or know how to use a camera when they joined the collective, and 

now regularly taking part in street exhibitions and distributing their work through select 

outlets. 

The vision behind the Isolezwe project is to incrementally expand the network to include 

all the provinces in the country. In this way, a national network of black photographers 

has roots with the poorest and most marginalised sectors of society. The aim is to 

promote and support these photographers, as well as provide a dynamic source of 

authentic photography and open up a host of other potential markets and collaborative 

opportunities for the photographers.
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Matlala, a worker and a shop steward in the food industry, Food and Allied Workers Union 

(FAWU), Matlala started taking pictures for his union between 1980 and 1986. As the trade 

union movement became more actively embroiled in the political and economic front 

in South Africa, Matlala’s photography gravitated from portraiture to documentary fo-

cussing on the the labour movement activities. His training included several workshops 

at Photo Teach, Market Photo Workshop in Johannesburg, and with Afrapix. He also ob-

tained a diploma in photography by correspondence. In 1989, he became a full-time 

photographer with Cosatu and later worked for the South African Labour Bulletin from 

1992 to 1993. Since then, he has worked as a freelance photographer.

“ My work has moved from labour issues to include broader concerns that reflect commu-

nity projects and development issues. I work day and night as photographer to improve,” 

said Matlala. William Matala has a meticulously organised archive that has recorded not 

just seminal events of the last three decades but his early years as a street photographer. 

In that sense it is one of the rare comprehensive vernacular photographic collections.
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IKAMVAYOUTHPROJECT

This project co-ordinated by Dr Marion Walton of the Centre for Film and Media Studies, 

University of Cape Town worked with high school students in Khayalitsha township, Cape 

Town. Using cellphone cameras students explored self-identities, desires and dreams in a 

powerpoint presentation. Ikamva, an award winning non-profit organization focused on 

the empowerment of youth through education, e-literacy training and career guidance. 

Contributing photographers are:

Lorna Marenene, 

Sinazo Booi, 

Yolisa Kepe, 

Yonela Maseti, 

Ziyanda Mzimeli, 

Zizipho Siwane, 

Lukhanyiso Ntsuntswana,

Vuyiseka Siswana, 

Lindokuhle Qayi, 

Thulani Mema, 

Anele Stemmer Nomasomi Gugushe, 

Lungile Madela, Senzo Ngidi, 

Ntomboxolo Boqwana, 

Unathi Nyakatya, 

Ntando Mabali,

Yibanathi Phaphu with

Marion Walton and

Margaret Stone





(b. 1969)



(b. 1969)

Born in 1969 in the Eastern Cape, she is a mother of four children, now living and working 

in Khayelitsha in Cape Town. Qampi began taking photographs in 2006, when she met 

members of the Iliso Labantu photo collective, that was established to provide training 

and opportunities for individuals to use photography as a way of documenting their lives, 

and those communities around them, as well improve their skills to make sustainable ca-

reers for themselves.

At first she worked as a street photographer photographing weddings, events and por-

traits. Since she joined the group she was encouraged through a series of workshops to 

document different communities near her home and in the Eastern Cape, which tell the 

stories of peoples everyday lives. Qampi sells these images as postcards for the tourist 

industry, and through art galleries. She is presently supported by Erdmann Contemporary 

Gallery who has connected her to a number of local and international outlets. In a proj-

ect  in 2011 with master’s student Shady Patterson she documented street culture in the 

Cape Flats, included in this exhibition.

Qampi is now supporting her family through her photography and her work has moved 

from being a street photographer to include street culture and fashion and documentary. 

In an interview she said,

I had no idea as to how to become a photographer, I started by photo-

graphing my family. I then moved on to weddings, always as an uninvit-

ed guest. On arrival I just used to introduce myself and asked the bride’s 

kind permission to photograph her wedding. My first documentary series 

was totally unplanned. I was in the streets of Khayelitsha and recognized 

the sounds associated with a traditional initiation ceremony. I introduced 

myself to the group and asked permission to photograph. The results re-

ally impressed and encouraged me to continue with photography and 

make it my career. I have never looked back.

A film about Lindeka Qampi made by Liz Fish is part of the exhibition.
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